• Light freezing drizzle, sleet or snow will eventually come to an end tonight. Slick roads will likely remain in some locations, especially along and south of Interstate 44.
• Not expecting additional precip overnight.
• Surface winds will generally remain less than 25 mph.
• Very cold temps and wind chills are likely for the end of the week. Wind chills below zero are likely with -20F wind chills possible.
• This will be a prolonged and dangerous cold weather event with rare wind chill values for this region.
• Another winter storm system possible by Monday.

Important Forecast Changes:
• Monitoring a potential winter storm system by Monday. Otherwise no major changes.
Hazards and Impacts: Very light amount of freezing drizzle and light snow. Continued road impacts are possible. Black ice/Refreeze is possible tonight for surfaces that were able to melt some.

Areas Impacted: Areas along and south of Highway 60 will generally see light freezing drizzle with lights snow or flurries north of Interstate 44.

Timing & Duration: Light winter precip will last through the evening however it will slowly come to an end overnight.
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**Dangerous Cold/Wind Chill Information**

### Key Points

**Hazards:** Wind chill values dropping to as low as -20F.

**Areas Impacted:** The entire area will be impacted with the coldest readings expected along and north of Interstate 44.

**Timing & Duration:** This will be a several day cold/dangerous stretch beginning on Friday and lasting Saturday, Sunday and Monday. The coldest days will be Saturday and Sunday.

**Impacts:** Frostbite and hypothermia will be possible to those outside for an extended period of time. Vulnerable populations that are outdoors will need to take precautions to protect themselves.

**Certainty & Considerations:** Confidence is high that the excessive cold will occur.

**Historical Perspective:** Wind chill values as low as -20F are quite rare for this region and have not been experienced here in several years.
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Situation Report

Forecasted Minimum Wind Chills
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While confidence in the exact details are still unclear, there are indications that a storm system will impact the region by Monday and could give the region some accumulating snowfall.

Confidence right now is low to medium (Generally around 30-50%).

Stay up to date on the forecast as we head through the end of the week and weekend.
Specific forecasts for selected cities updated multiple times a day:

Springfield, Missouri Hourly Forecast

Monett, Missouri Hourly Forecast

Branson, Missouri Hourly Forecast

Rolla, Missouri Hourly Forecast

Cassville, Missouri Hourly Forecast

To select your location follow the Link Below and click on your city. http://www.weather.gov/forecastpoints